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In 1960 Borisov [2], (compare also [l]) proved the following theorem: A 
bijectionfof F? onto I? is affine as soon asfandf- 1 preserve for every x and n 
the relation 
ii, (Xi - &I2 - ;=;+, (Xi - a2 = 0 
wherex=(xl, . . . . x,,), a=(q ,..., a,) and 1 <men. 
The goal of the present paper is to prove an extension of this theorem to K”, 
where K is a commutative field with char (K) # 2. (In case 172 = 1, n 2 3 compare 
14, w. 
In order to formulate our results, we collect some notions from [3]. Suppose 
that Kn is provided with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (. , .) and 
associated quadratic form q(-) with Witt-index m, 
We can choose a basis { el, . . . , ezm, e2, + , , . . . , e,,} in Kn such that 
and 
(ei, ei) = 0 i=l , . . ..2m 
(ei, ei) = CYi i=2m+ 1, . . ..n 
(i W 
(f?i, ej) = 1 j=i+m 1 cisrn 
(ei, ej) = 0 otherwise. 
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Using this basis we find for 
x=(x1,x2 ,... ,XJ,Y=dYl,...,Yn) X,YEK” 
dx)= i xixm+it “T a2m+ixL+i 
i=l i= 1 
and 
CGY) = jF, kYrn+i 
n-2m 
+YiXfn+i)+2 C a22m+iX2m+iY2m+i. 
i= I 
The set {x 1 q(x - a) = 0) is called the cone C, with vertex in a. 
THEOREM: Let n 23 and char(K) #2. The bijections of K” onto Kn, 
preserving cones are semi affine. The semi linear part f moreover satkfies 
q(j(x)) = cp(q(x)) for some c f 0 where p is an automorphism of K associated 
with f. 
PROOF: 
REMARK 1. The plane (a, b), spanned by the independent vectors a and b is 
contained in C = C0 if and only if q(a) = q(b) = (a, 6) = 0. 
LEMMA 1: An isotropic line I is the intersection I of all (maximal) isotropic 
subspaces containing 1. 
PROOF: Trivially 1 is contained in I. Let x E I and suppose y $ I, y E 1. I being 
again an isotropic subspace, we find q(x) = q(y) = (x,y) = 0. As is known there is 
y’~ V such that (y,y’) = 1, q(y’) = 0 and (x,y’) = 0. Consider the isotropic plane 
(x,y’) spanned by x and y’. According to the assumption YE (x,y’) i.e. 
y = cws+py’ a,pE K. Then (y,y) = (y, ax+by’) =j?, hence /7= 0 and therefore 
y = (TX. A contradiction. 0 
LEMMA 2: Let a E C, a f 0 and let f, denote the isotropic line containing a. 
Then C, fl C is the union of all (maximal) isotropic subspaces containing iQ. 
PROOF: Let P be an isotropic subspace containing &, hence 1, CPC C and 
a + P = P. Because a E C, we find P c C, and therefore PC Cn C,. Applying this 
to all such P we find that the union of all P is contained in Cn C,. Let 
conversely b E CnC,, then (a, b) is an isotropic plane through b and also 
containing a. Therefore b belongs to the union of all isotropic planes containing 
a. Because every isotropic subspace is.contained in a maximal one, the proof is 
complete. 0 
LEMMA 3: Let a,bE V, a#O, b#O and a#b. Then CfIC,=CnC, if and 
only if a and b are linearly dependent and isotropic. 
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PROOF: We distinguish two cases: 
1) UEC, i.e. OEC,, hence OECflC,=CnC,, therefore OEC, i.e. ~EC. 
Using Lemma 2 we conclude that the union of all isotropic subspaces containing 
I, is the same as the union of all isotropic subspaces containing lb. Suppose 
l,# ib. Appealing to Lemma 1 we conclude that there is a maximal isotropic 
subspace P containing a and not containing b. 
Let P be spanned by the linearly independent isotropic vectors pl, . . . ,pm with 
@i,Pj)=O i,j= l,..., ??Z. 
We have a+P=PcC, hence PcC, and PCCnC,=CnC,, therefore 
PC&, i.e. b+PcC. So we find q(alpl+...+a,,,p,-b)=O and that gives 
(b,pJ=O, i= 1, . . . . m. Hence we find q(alpl + . . . + amp, + fib) = 0 and that 
contradicts the maximality of P, thus /, = f,. 
2) a $ C. Then also b g C. Cfl C, is the set of points satisfying q(x) = 0 and 
q(x- a) = 0 i.e. q(x) = 0 and (x, a) = q(a); the latter equation defining a hyper- 
plane Pg. Therefore Cf7 C, = Cn P, and similarly Cn C, = C fl Pb . Hence we 
find Cn P, = Cn Pb . Q # b implies P, # Pb (char (K) # 2) and one sees that 
Cn P, c P, fl Pb. Consider now the restriction to the 3-dimensional subspace X, 
spanned by el , e, + r and e, (basis as introduced above): thus CnP,nXc 
c P, fl Pb n X which is impossible. Hence a, b E C. Clearly the converse, i.e. a 
and b belong to one and the same isotropic line, implies that CnC, = Cf’l C, 
(a f 0), b # 0, a # b) is true (Lemma 2). 0 
REMARK 2. As a consequence of Lemma 3 we find: 
a) an isotropic line of C (vertex excluded) is the set of all QE C such that there 
is b f a with the property that Cfl C, = C tl C,. 
b) a point p E C is vertex if and only if for all Co+ C with p E C, there is 
C&C0 such that CnC,=CnC,. 
REMARK 3. Suppose thatfis an autobijection of Kn, preserving cones, then 
f maps vertices onto vertices, isotropic lines onto isotropic lines and (maximal) 
isotropic subspaces (consisting of isotropic lines) onto (maximal) isotropic 
subspaces. 
Moreover we find (appeal to the fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry) that fis semi affine on isotropic subspaces of dimension > 1, 
REMARK 4. In the sequel we shall make use of the reflective map 
S,(x)=x-a% q(a)#O 
with properties: 
i) for every pair a, b satisfying q(a) = q(b) = 0 and (a, b) #0 one finds 
S&a) = b. 
ii) S, transforms C onto C. 
iii) S,, transforms a maximal isotropic subspace PI either onto itself or onto an 
adjacent maximal isotropic subspace P2 (PI and Pz are adjacent means that 
Pt (7 Pz has codimension 1 in PI and in P2). 
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LEMMA 4: Let Pi and P2 be adjacent maximal isotropic subspaces and R the 
subspace of K”, spanned by P, and Pz. If the autobijectionf maps cones onto 
cones then fR is the subspace spanned by fP, and fPz. 
PROOF: Let Q=P,nP,, P;=a+P1, Pi=a+Pt such that ~ER\(P~UP~) 
and Q’=P; nPi. f is semi affine on P1, P2, Q, Pi, Pi and Q’ (Remark 3). We 
first prove that for all a all fQ’ are parallel. If Q’ and Q” belong to one and-the 
same Pi (or Ps) then fQ’//Q” since f is semi affine on Pi. If Q’ and Q” do not 
belong to one and the same P’, or Pi, choose P; through Q’ and Pz through Q”. 
Let Qm=P;nP$, then fQ’//fQ” and fQ”//fQ”’ and hence fQ’//fQ”. 
Therefore f(R) consists of parallel subspaces fQ. We are now going to prove 
that fR is a linear subspace. 
Choose a plane SC R such that Sfl Q = {0}, then R is spanned by Q and S and 
every Q’ intersects S in a single point. 
Then l, = PI fl S, lz = P2 ll S, ii = Pi n S and /$ = Pi n S are isotropic lines and 
we conclude that the plane S is covered by two families of parallel isotropic 
lines. 
Therefore fi is covered by two families of isotropic lines such that in every 
point offs there passes one line of both families. Suppose that fZ{, fly and fi;’ 
are three members of one family. 
There are three possibilities. 
i) they are parallel 
ii) they are linearly independent 
iii) they are not parallel, but linearly dependent. 
In case i) JS is a plane and hence fR is the linear space spanned by fP, 
and fP2. 
In case ii) to every member of one family corresponds one member of the 
second family parallel to the first one but that contradicts the situation in S. 
Consider finally case iii). 
Now all the members of one family are parallel to a plane T. Choose Tsuch 
that fli C T. Since II Q: Q we have f/I c fQ and therefore Tc fQ. Let V denote the 
space spanned by fQ and T. Since fPi is spanned by fQ’ and f$ , fQ’//fQ and 
j?i//T. We conclude that JF’i//V. Since TQfQ we distinguish: 
a) TnfQ is a line b) TnfQ= (0). 
In case a): V= fP1 and hence all fP;//fP, . They intersect the line j& and 
through each point of ffz passes one of them. Therefore their union is a linear 
subspace. On the other hand R = UP; and henceflR) = UfPi , thereforefR is a 
linear space. 
In case b): translate the spaces fPi to the origin of the space and with them 
the lines f/i. Said lines cover T with the exception of a line and hence the spaces 
fP{ cover I’ with the exception of the space, spanned by the excepted line and 
fQ. This contradicts the maximality of P, and with that Lemma 4 is wholly 
proved. 0 
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LEMMA 5: If the autobijection f maps cones onto cones then f maps hyper- 
bolic planes onto hyperbolic planes, 
PROOF: Let Q be a non-isotropic plane containing the isotropic lines II and 
12. Let Pr be a maximal isotropic subspace containing II and let R denote the 
space spanned by PI and Iz. 
Owing to Lemma 1 II is the intersection of all maximal isotropic subspaces PI 
containing it. To every such P, corresponds a space R on PI and the line 1,. 
Therefore we find 
Q= nR,. 
It is possible to transform II onto i2 by means of a reflective map as introduced 
in Remark 4. Thereby PI is transformed onto another maximal isotropic 
subspace P23i2. Let T denote the space (II - 12,x) =O. Then Pr fl T= P2 n T= 
=Pr fW2 has codimension 1 in PI and P2 (Remark 4). Hence the space, spanned 
by PI and l2 is also spanned by PI and Pz. Appealing to Lemma 4 we find that 
fR is a linear space. Therefore we may conclude that fQ = nfR, is a plane. 0 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM: 
Every line is the intersection of two hyperbolic planes and therefore (Lemma 
5) f maps lines onto lines. Appealing to the main theorem of projective 
geometry this means that f is semi affine. As in [4] one finds that Qf(x) = c- pq(x) 
for some c#O and the theorem is proved. 0 
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